
 

 

Register this week if you plan to participate in PNMC’s via Zoom. The 2-hour event will take place on 
Saturday, June 27 at 9:00am PT. (Those who register online will receive the link to the Zoom call.) Although our gathering will take 
an unusual format, it remains an important part of who we are and how we want to be in relationship with one another. Christ is at 
work among us in varied and interesting ways. The ministry of PNMC continues to be to strengthen that witness and come together to 
celebrate our shared faith. It will be good to connect with many of you, even if through a screen.  
 

Please keep in mind that it is nearing time to update the conference Directory. If your email, street address, website or phone number 
have changed since last year’s publication, please send changes to office@pnmc.org. Please make note that PNMC no longer has a  
toll-free number. Please use 503-522-5324 to reach the office.  

Listed chronologically, then alphabetically by organization 

Recently folks from MVMC worked together to propose a project that they’d like to create for their local 
community. MVMC sits along a popular bicycle route. Planners are still in the brainstorming phase, but  

excited about the idea of incorporating the as the basic layout design for a sidewalk in 

an area near the church. The proposed idea is to develop a which will include a gazebo and  

watering stop for riders and walkers. The project took some doing—laying out quadrants of 16 feet 8 
inches square and then using a scaled drawing to scratch lines into each quadrant. They concluded by 
spray painting the edges of the design. The plan is to eventually transform the dove design to sidewalk.  

 
 

listed alphabetically by organization

For links to the latest news from MC USA, follow this link to read . 

 

Encounter anew, or rediscover ancient spiritual practices which create a daily rhythm of life. Turn your despair and isolation into hope 
and community. Join MMN for this webinar, exploring the practice of prayer, ritual, and community in this time of loss and loneliness. 
After the webinar, you will be invited to join a 30 day virtual learning community of 12-15 people, that will seek and find this daily 
rhythm of life together! Webinar takes place Thursday, June 4, 4pm. Register here.  
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